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accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) 85, 89, 128, 298
acceleration 313f.
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- controlled feed 173ff.
addition 149
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adiabatic calorimetry 330
adiabatic temperature 72
adiabatic temperature course 50
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agitator 46, 221
agitator constant 222
alarm 251f., 273, 318
alarm systems 251
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as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) 14, 273
assessment 73
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autothermal 185
average temperature difference 222
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batch process 23
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- differential 83
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- adiabatic 329
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carcinogenic 18
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cascade reactor 198
cascade temperature controller 135, 159
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catalytic effect 285
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chemical properties 17
circulation systems 209
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combustion energy 286
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competitive reactions 41
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condensation 103
condenser 228
conduction 43, 337f., 348ff.
– heat transfer 220
confidence interval 329
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– heat 335
– thermal 94
consecutive reactions 41
containment 256, 267
contamination 322, 332
continuous processes 244
continuous reactor 46
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control of feed 245
control parameter 214
controllability 132, 260, 263, 266
controlled depressurization 70
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convective cooling 163
– thermal 158, 167
cooling, evaporative 125, 229, 265f.
cooling curve 226
cooling experiment 222ff., 234
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cooling rate 107
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corrosion 179
criteria 14
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critical temperature 51ff.
criticality 67ff., 163, 257f., 264ff.
crucible 86, 90ff., 300
cycle time 217ff.
cyclone 256
damage 12
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Damköhler criterion 109
decision table 25
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– self-sustaining 19
decomposition reaction 54, 113
deductive method 11, 26
degree of filling 233, 263
depressurization 248ff., 265f.
design 158
design institute of emergency relief systems (DIERS) 71, 254
design intention 23
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– search 10
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differential calorimetry 83, 92
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dimensionless criterion 109
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direct steam 206
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– combustion 286
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– of decomposition 35
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energy release 244, 285f.
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– formation 35
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– dust 39
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– vapor 39
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flashpoint 19
flood 335
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forced convection 337
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Fourier 341ff.
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friction 20
gain of the cascade 219
gas production 259
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gas velocity 262ff.
golden rules 170
Grashof 340

half-coils 208
half-life 217, 339
half-welded coils 224
hazard and operability study (HAZOP) 23f., 28
hazard catalog 28
hazard identification 3f.
hazards 7
– catalog 11
– search 11, 20
health safety and environment 7
heat 93
– confinement 335
– decomposition 35
– latent, see latent heat
– mixing 247
– overall 43, 47
– reaction 85, 92
– sensible 183
heat accumulation 45, 69, 152, 215, 254, 264, 335ff., 351
– specific 35ff., 127
heat carrier 205ff.
– required temperature 218
heat confinement 336, 347
heat exchange 45, 59, 85, 123, 127ff., 143, 152, 175, 188, 191ff., 215, 219, 234
heat exchange area 44, 193
heat exchange capacities 214
heat exchange coefficient 105, 152, 169
heat exchange system 121
heat exchanger 185, 206, 209
heat flow 85
heat loss 47, 88f., 234, 347, 353
heat of reaction 34, 140, 166, 183, 268
– specific 37
heat production 43, 142, 155, 188
heat production rate 149
heat release 120, 198
– specific 291
heat removal 43, 115, 142, 151, 155, 162, 192, 195, 283, 336
heat removal capacity 160
heat transfer area 52
heat transfer coefficient 45, 52, 195, 199, 208, 217ff., 234, 246, 339ff., 349ff.
heat transport 207
heating experiment 224
heating rate 136ff.
heating time 218
hot spot 19
hot water heating 206
human error 5ff., 23
hysteresis 186
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kinetic data 113
kinetic excess 157
kinetics 87, 183, 201, 233, 250, 263, 286, 312
– n-th-order 40
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latent enthalpy 39
latent heat 205ff., 230, 250, 259ff.
laws 8
loss of control 125, 261
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material balance 105, 150
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material safety data sheet (MSDS) 5, 17
maximum allowed work place concentration (MAC) 18
maximum temperature for technical reasons (MTT) 68ff., 245, 250, 258, 261, 264ff., 271
measures 21
– eliminating 15
– mitigation 15
– organizational 16
– preventive 15
– risk-reducing 28
– technical 16
mechanical energy 38, 46
melting point 103
micro reactors 199, 244
minimum ignition energy 20
mixing 93, 151, 180, 233, 246, 332
mixing enthalpy 151
mixing heat 247
model 234ff., 321
moderator 28
multi-purpose 5, 255, 273
multi-purpose plant 13, 17, 21, 27, 189, 233
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natural convection 227, 246, 336ff., 353ff.
Newtonian fluids 220
nitro 120, 147, 281, 320
nth-order reaction 124
numerical simulation 235
Nusselt 220, 340
o
omission 303
on-line measurement 175
onset 286, 294ff.
operating conditions, normal 104
operating mode 21
optimization 161, 169f.
oscillations 184
overcharge 119
overheating 141
overshoot 130, 136, 209, 236
oxidation 285
p
parallel reaction 175, 235
parametric sensitivity 52, 104ff., 115, 130ff., 164ff., 185, 192, 351
passive measure 257
passive safety 206
performance equation 122, 181, 190
physical properties 17
physico-chemical properties 152
plant operation 95
plug flow 180, 189ff., 198f.
polymerization 285, 320
polymers 220, 227
polytropic 123, 128ff., 131, 166, 192, 209, 215
portions 159
potential 37
Prandtl 220
pre-exponential factor 297
pressure 38, 65, 87ff., 103, 111, 119, 125, 128, 141, 193, 242ff., 251ff., 298, 301
pressure control 205
pressure increase rate 261
pressure relief 229, 259, 267
pressure relief system 103, 119, 147f., 242
preventive measures 15, 243ff.
probability 7, 13, 27, 60, 66f., 71f., 252, 260ff., 283, 296, 303, 324, 356
probability of occurrence 12, 24
process 252
– automation 15
– batch 23
– continuous 23
– control 8, 235
– design 23, 245
– development 95, 244
– deviations 9, 302
– equipment 23
– intensification 199
– interruption 300
product safety 4
productivity 171, 233, 244, 247
protection system 27
public attention 4
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QFS (Quick onset, Fair conversion and Smooth temperature profile) 110f., 164
quantification 26
quenching 70, 93, 247f., 273
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radiation 43, 47
rate equation 113, 124, 149, 315
rate of evaporation 228
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Rayleigh 340f., 354
reactant addition 149
reaction 37, 93
  – n\textsuperscript{th}-order 43
  – energy 64, 141ff.
  – enthalpy 35, 43, 165
  – heat 85, 92
  – kinetics 56, 180
reaction calorimeter 95, 139, 158, 161, 167, 221, 224, 234ff., 261
reaction number 105f., 114, 133
reaction rate 40, 48, 106, 109, 121f., 125, 133, 139, 150, 153ff., 161, 254
reactor safety 120
reactor stability 52, 104
reactor wall 222
recycle reactor 198
reflux 95, 159, 214, 227
reflux system 71
reliability 13ff., 27, 242f., 273f., 329
relief capacity 255
residual risk 16
resistance 220
responsibility 6f., 16
Reynolds 220f., 340
Reynolds number 45
risk 7
  – accepted 8, 14ff.
  – analysis 4, 8
  – analysis team 16, 28
  – assessment 8ff., 21, 60, 273
  – diagram 14
  – elimination 15
  – identified 16
  – improvement 9
  – matrix 14
  – mitigation 15
  – perception 5–f
  – policy 13f.
  – prevention 15
  – profile 9, 13ff., 273
  – reducing measures 14, 26, 69, 243
  – residual 11, 16, 21
  – thermal 60
  – unidentified 16
runaway reaction 243
rupture disk 3
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screening 300
secondary circulation 213
secondary circulation loop 211
secondary circulation system 207
secondary reaction 63f., 111f., 125, 128, 139
security 8
selectivity 153, 159, 167, 170, 233ff.
scale-accelerating 312, 320
self-heating 49, 350
self-sustaining decomposition 19
Semenov 50ff., 108, 114, 338, 343, 352
Semenov criterion 107
semi-batch 147, 245, 264, 267, 281, 299ff.
semi-batch reactor 46, 110ff., 244
sensible heat 46, 183
sensitive heat 88
sensitivity 105, 111, 133, 164, 201, 330
  – parametric 132
separator 256
set point 219
severity 7, 12, 24, 37ff., 60ff., 92, 111, 162, 244, 257ff., 283, 325ff., 356
shape coefficient 349
shock 20
simplification 245
single circuit 210
solid 341ff., 352
solvents 303
specific enthalpy 127
specific heat 34
specific heat capacity 35ff., 64, 127
specific heat of reaction 37
specific heat release rate 291
spillage 17ff., 253
stability 94, 138, 161, 182ff., 351
– criteria 104
– thermal 171
stability diagram 107f.
stable equilibrium point 51
stable operating point 51
Stanton-criterion 109
steady state 181
steam 103
steam heating 205, 208
stirred tank 221
stirred tank reactor 224
stirrer 45ff., 88, 121, 147ff., 170f., 179, 246, 354ff.
stirrer power 234
stirrer speed 221
stoichiometric point 153, 158
stoichiometric ratio 150
stoichiometry 154ff., 172f.
storage 31f., 54, 94, 335ff., 351, 356
sulfonation reaction 3
surroundings temperature 347f.
swelling 228ff., 262f.
synthesis reaction 113
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T_{0 \text{ad}} 68ff., 73, 266, 271, 290ff., 328
technical failures 10
technical limits 67
technical measures 242, 245, 257
– organizational 15
– procedural 15
temperature alarm 170
temperature control 114, 120ff., 134, 141, 158ff., 205, 211f.
temperature control system 169, 204, 233
temperature profile 195, 357
temperature sensitivity 106
tempered system 259
tempering 71
thermal activity monitor 94, 296
thermal analysis 72
thermal conductivity 342, 353
thermal confinement 94, 352
thermal conversion 158, 167
thermal diffusivity 340, 343
thermal energy 46
thermal explosion 31ff., 49f., 60, 65, 125, 180, 324, 350f.
thermal history 316ff., 331
thermal inertia 86f., 159, 200, 233
thermal potential 63, 127
thermal risk 60
thermal safety 64, 74
thermal safety assessment 71
thermal stability 40, 63, 72, 86, 93, 134, 171, 179, 228, 248f., 261, 282, 299, 302f., 311, 325, 331
thermal time constant 48, 108f., 183, 199, 215ff., 223ff., 339
thermochemical data 138
time constant 133, 217, 233, 242
– thermal 108f.
time factor 252
time of no return (T_{\text{noR}}) 55, 246
time scale 338
time to explosion 50
time to maximum rate 163, 286, 298
time-cycle 128, 171
time-scale 66, 336f.
TMR_{\text{ad}} (Time to Maximum Rate under adiabatic conditions) 54ff., 64, 67, 72ff., 83, 92, 252, 261ff., 283, 290ff., 313f., 318f., 323ff., 337ff., 351ff.
toxicity 17f., 39, 258ff., 270
trajectory 123, 130ff., 251
transfer coefficient 43, 47
tubular reactor 43, 189
tuning 214, 219
two-film theory 219f., 336
two-phase flow 120, 148, 231, 242, 251
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van’t Hoff 33, 41, 290ff.
vapor 267
vapor explosion 39
vapor flow rate 40, 264
vapor mass flow rate 262
vapor pressure 38f., 112, 254, 258f., 270
vapor release 130, 258ff., 264f., 269f.
vapor release rate 250, 262
vapor velocity 71, 229ff., 251, 261ff., 272
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volatile 92, 284
volume expansion 151
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wall breakthrough 211
warning 111

welded half coil 227
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